
Hi Propsnappers, 
Please be advised that we have added a porch and spot light to the shed for the Wednesday 
Sunset/Twilight flying sessions.  
  
We will begin the Sunset to Twilight flying sessions on Wednesday, August 22 followed  by the second 
session on August 29, 2018 . For the month of September the two sessions will be held on Wednesday, 
September 12 and 26. Rain dates are Thursdays, August 23/30 and  September 13/27. See schedule 
and times below. 
  
Since there is no lighting for the charging station, I recommend that you bring a few extra batteries if 
planning on flying a number of flights. Also, I would recommend that you have some type of personal 
illumination device (ex. flashlight, iPhone, hat light etc.) since there is no lighting provided in the parking 
areas or the walkway to the field. Due to this time of year, the mosquitos are very active and recommend 
the following outwear: long pants, long sleeve shirt or light summer jacket, hat and insect repellant. 
  
If this is your first time flying at sunset, I suggest the following: aircraft should be fully trimmed and flown a 
few times in daylight, fly close in at moderate power - within a thousand to two thousand to 
feet, easy on the control input and let your eyes adjust to the different light settings. Once you adjust to 
sunset flying, you can expand your flying distance and routine as you feel comfortable with. 
  
 Please observed the following guidelines: 
  
 Flying Guidelines: 
1. Only illuminated electric aircraft 
2. No more than two aircraft in the air at a time 
3. Pilots must have a spotter when flying 
4. Starting at 6:00PM the Gate needs to be closed but not locked 
5. Adherence to AMA and Club Rules 
6. Only pilots and spotters can stand at the side edges of  the runway when flying 
7. No more than ten (10) minute flights or less depending on the number of flyers participating 
8. Absolutely no flying permitted after the ending of sessions 
9. Sunset/Twilight flying is permitted ONLY on nights of scheduled club sessions. No Exceptions! 
                                           
                    Date                Sunset     Twilight      FLYING TIMES 
                 August 22            7:32           8:03            6:30 to 8:30 
                 August 29            7:21           7:50            6:30 to 8:30 
                 Sept.    12            6:56           7:24            6:00 to 8:00 
                 Sept.    26            6:30           6:58            6:00 to 8:00 
  
Go to  www.tested.com/tech/570572-how-fly-rc-model-night  for a good overview and steps for night 
flying. 
  
If you have any questions, you can contact me at blpvent32@aol.com or Vini Bancalari at 
vbancalari@icloud.com. 
  
Regards, 
Larry Ventura 
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